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The Onlooker·
a news magazine for

Volume Two

•

Number Nine

May 10 through May 24

North Dakota .

Copyright 1976 by Mike Jacobs

Crisis passes at Industrial School,
•
hut questions relllalll
Superintendent resi·gns under pressure

Ed Klecker

Reis Hall, whose Christmas
furlough for students of the
North Dakota Industrial School
earned him a statewide reputation (Onlooker One), has resigned as superintendent of the
institution.
The resigna tion was not voluntary. Hall quit in the wake of
mounting staff tension and an
inquiry of grievances a gainst • the superintendent
brought by his subordinates.
At least two negotiations sessions involving Hall and Director of Institutions Ed Klecker
were held. The last, on April
30, was attended by attorneys
for both men and e nded in
Hall's resignation. This statement Was distributed to reporters:
"Director of Institutions Edward J . Klecker announced that
Reis H. Hall has resigned as
Superintendent of the State
Industrial School.
"Klecker s aid that he and
Hall differed greatly on basic
administrative policy that in·
volves operation of the school.
Klecker said that both he and
Hall agreed that under the
circumstances the decision will
best serve the interest of the
students.
" Hall stated the programs
that he initiated have brought
genuine benefits to the stu·
dents and th ir families.
"Klecker said that Hall's res·
ignation does not mean an
abandonment of the programs
at the institution which show a
positive response.
"Klecker has appointed Jack
Johnson , assis tant superinten·
dent. as acting superintendent
of the school. Mr. Johnson is a
26 year employee of the institu·
tion."
Hall refused to comment
further on his resignation or
events leading to it.
Klecker said after the an·
nouncement of Hall's resigna·
tion that his Department had
conducted an inquiry into staff
complaints about Hall and con·
troversial rehabilitation pro·
gram knowns as the Carkhuff
Model.
The Institutions Director de·
nied his staff had conducted an
inve stigation.
Asked to dis·
ting ui s h be twee n the words
"investigation" and " inquiry."
Klecke r s ai d . .. I prefer in·
quiry
Institutions Departme nt staff
members interviewed 45 of the
school 's 69 s taff me mbe rs.
Klecker said. Twentv five were
selected randomly. · An addi·
tional 20 staff came forward
voluntarily. Two former e m·
ployees pf the school were also
interviewed .
Des pite r e pea te d r e ques ts
from the Onlooker, Klecker has
refused to release a copy of the
Department's report of th e
inquiry. Atte mpts to secure a
copy of the report are continuing under the state ' s public
doc uments act which mak es
records of s tate de partments
and age nc ies ope n to the
public.
Klecker s aid Hall's resig na·
tion became necessarv because
of "fundamental differences"
between him and Hall. The
differences involved "important
adminis tra tive activity " like
staff promotions, personnel operations and hirings.·'

Although the press has not
seen a copy of the Institutions
Department's report, conversa·
tions with SIS staff and others
involved with juvenile corrections in the state indicate that it
reflects a nearly complete lack
of confidence in Hall by the
staff. Specific complaints in·
elude his practice of hiring new
arrivals on campus rather than
promoting long time employ·
ees. his handling of employee
grievances, his evaluation of
employees on a scale designed
for evaluation of the school's
adolescent committees. and his
aloof··some said "arrogant"
·-personality.
Whatever the administrative
differences or personality problems might have been, they are
passed.
A new superinten·

dent--to be named by Klecker
with the advice of a seven
member committee· -will design
his own policies.
The North Dakota State Employees Association, which re·
layed complaints about Hall
from the school's staff to
Klecker. has designed a new
grievance procedure which its
chapter at SIS will ask the
Institutions Director to implement.
The question of the future of
the Carkhuff Training Method
at the school has not been
settled, however.
Klecker said he and Hall had
some discussion of the Carkhuff
Method. "Some of the tech·
niques have shown a positive
response , " he said "We' ll
evaluate those that have."

The
Carkhuff
Method
Hall is a de dicated propone nt
of the Carkhuff Method··he has
said it is the only rehabilitation
technique which has prove n
successful-·and fear that the
program could be damaged by
a prolonge d inv estigation in
North Dakota may have in·
flue nced his decision to step
down .
Klecker has made clear that
Hall's refusal to resig n would
result in a dis missal opening
the way for public airing of the
discontent among staff at the
school. Such a hearing would
have involved the governor and
the attorney general a nd might
have had s t a te wtde poli tical
repurcussions. A public examination of the school. lkhich is
located at Mandan, mig ht have
had implications nationally for
the Ca r khuff techn ology, as
well.
A number of other states use
prog ram s mod ele d o n th e
Carkhuff tcchnolohy, which was
de ve loped b y Psycho logis t
Rob e rt Carkhuff. form e rly
superintende nt of tHe Rhode
Island Training School for Boys
·a nd now a corrections consul·
tant based in Amhers t, Mass.

The Carkhuff tec hn ology is
supported in many states by
grants from the federal Law
Enforce me nt Ass is tan ce Ad mini s tration.
A total of

543,963.65 in state and federal
funds has been paid to Robert

Carkhuff Associates to develop
the program at the State Industrial School. These figures are
from records of the North
Dalrota Law Enforcement
Council and the Department of
Accounts and Purchases.

As described by Hall, the
Carkhuff Method is a program
of skills building in three areas,
emotional, intellectual and physical. The basic tenet is that
young persons will not run
afoul of the law if they are
trained to perform effectively in
society.
Here from the North Dakota
Combined Law Enforcement
Council's 1976 Comprehensive
Plan for Action is a description

of the Carkhuff Method prepared by staff at the school:
The North Dakota lndustrial

School has adopted Dr. Robert
Carkhuff's "Human Resource
Development Technology" as a
method for the development of
human functioning and treatment of human\ dysfunctioning.
Carkhuff is an educator, psy·
chologist and writer in the field
of corrections. Each student is
evaluated in the three areas of
physical, intellectual and interpersonal skills with goals for
each student e s tablishe d 1n
each area. When a student has
reached his goals he will be
fully prepared to go back into
the classroom or into the
workday world .
To Obtain these goals programs
are set up in three areas. The
physical program consists of
jogging a two-mile course six
days a week. flexibility exercises. physical skills training six
hours a week. recreation periods and the Royal Canadian

Air Force Program. The RCAF
Program is designed to provide
everyone, no matter what age
or physical condition. with the
opportunity to achieve and
ma intain d esirable le ve ls of
physical fitness. This area of
the program is based on the

premise that a physically fit
person is going to be more
receptive to learning and also
that in physical feats there are
more chances for success.
In the intellectual area. the
school offers acad e mi c and
vocational training. Each of the
students is screened for aca·
dcmic ability and then com·

ple tes "' EDPACS "

in each '

coursC required for his level.
Academic training is individ·
ualized according to. the s tu.
de nt· s needs. The school offers
tra ining in small e ng ines,
welding. building trades. indus tr ial arts. home economics
and arts and crafts. A new
facet added to the intellectua l
area is career skills trainin.2.
Every s tude ot is prepared fa; a
job. Students learn these skills
so they ca n d e vel op the ir'
careers. On and off campus
internships arc offered to the
students as a means of moti·
vating them and also giving
the m practice in using their
skHls. The teacher. pupil ratio
continued on page 2

Reis Hall

Reflections on a political spring
The polecat and the rock
The spring of 1976 should put to rest those arguments that North
Dakota has but two seasons, summer and winter.
This spring has unfolded with tantalizing slowness, bringing us
first a mild March and then an April dry enough to allow seeding of
most of the state's grain. As April waned, the gentle rain came to
make the wheatfields grow.
The geese and ducks have been back for two months and the
meadowlark chorus has sounded on the prairie for six weeks. But
the swallows, harbingers of summer, have just returned, and the
warbler migration is at its height.
The crocuses appeared on April 1, the buttercups a few days later.
Our late spring flowers are in bloom now and the lilacs, whose
appe3rance has always marked the start of summer for me, are
just in bud.

The spri1g of 1976 has been largely a season of waiting, both for
nature to take her course into summer and for the affairs of men to
unfold.
This is an election year. Already, our townspeople have elected
their mayors and councilmen and city commissioners. The school
board vote is next. . except in Fargo, whose citizens have wisely
combined the two elections and held them in mid-April. Still, we
have the political conventions, the primary and the general
elections to come.
lt seems likely that nothing will be decided this year··as nothing
was decided last year. Political change, I have finally realized, is
geological. T hose who cry for it are like the prairie wind. If they
persevere, t hey'll alter the landscape, but the energy must be
expended for a long, long time. Once in a great while, a tornado
comes along, like Bill Langer or A.G. Townley. Occasionally,
there is a major flood, like the Non.Partisan League. I only
vaguely remember Townley and Bill Langer, and the NPL was
gone {despite its many reincarnations) before I was born, but I
suspect that despite the permanent mark they've made on the
affairs of our state, men's lives are pretty much the same. We go
on living.
Do not think that I am grumbling. I have enjoyed this long spring
and I will enjoy the summer. As a matter of fact, I expect to be
enjoying a great many springs and summers, and winters as well,
in North Dakota.
All thi~ gives me cause to wonder at the unfolding of the affairs of
men which has accompanied the Spring of 1976. For so long now,
we have worried about our land as those who view it as cubic yards
of overburden rather than as bushels per acre or cattle to a
section, have carried it away. The Burlington Northern's latest
coal train from Montana, bearing an acre of that state, just rolled
by our office window. These trains pass by more frequently now.
and each of them takes something of the Northern Plains with
it. .. something of the region's past and of its promise, something of
its way of living.
I lhink North Dakota has reacted to these truths a little like the
polecat who observed a fox on the ridge. That polecat let out an
awful slink and hid beneath a rock.
North Dakota's Public Service Commission has played the polecat
in response to charges by mine workers that North American Coal
Coporation has violated the state's strip mine reclamation l' law.
The PSC has not conducted an aggressive investigation of the
mine workers' charges. Instead of a clearly prosecutorial role,' the
Commission has chosen to be an arbitrator, investigating
allegations brought to its attention but not vigorously seeking to
determine if the law is being strictly observed. This is in sharp
contrast to the role which regulatory commissions often I assume.
In this state, both the Security's Commission and the Board of
Banking Examiners have used the law to stop infractions and to
close businesses·· in one case, a Bismarck bank.
The PSC has taken a passive stance, however, allowing those
outside the agency to press the charges. This is a little like the
state's attorney relying on tavern regulars to prosecute the bar
owner for staying open extra hours or on the nuns to keep the
priest s from calling bingo numbers at the neighborhood Catholic
carnival. Things don't work that way.
This may have happened because the miners blamed some of
North American's alleged misdeeds on the PSC. Inspectors
seldom show up around here, the miners said. The commissioner
in charge of reclamation must stand for re-election this year, and
the Commission's chairman is running··hard··for governor. Both
would probably like to see the matter postponed, at leasl for a
while.
Perhaps North Dakota will be well served by this. An election
campaign is an excellent time to hold political faces to the fire, to
extract promises and to remember what's been promised. The
conduct of a company from far off Cleveland, Ohio, and an elected
body's response to it, makes as good an election issue as I can
think of.
There is another, one which PSC Chairman Dick Elkin has seized
upon already. That is Gov. Arthur A. Link's "go slow" policy.
The North Dakota Water Conservation Commission played
polecat by ducking a decision on a permit for Natural Gas Pipe
Line Company of America. Sure, I think the permit ought to be
denied, as Link suggested. There is a litany of reasons for that
action. You've read them here before. Let Natural go back to
Chicago. Lel Dunn County's farmers and ranchers go back to their
land. But all of us, the company included, are entitled to know the
score as the ball game progresses. We shouldn't have to wait
until it's over.

2

1t is difficult to avoid the conclusion that some of t his is political

posluring. Everyone this year is maneuvering his pieces in the
game called politics. The governor is among the most unassuming
men I've ever known, but. he wants to be re·elected. Dick Elkin is
among the most thoughtful of North Dakota's public officials--but
just now he's thinking about winning his party's endorSement for
governor.

Both of these men, and the half dozen others who would like to be
governor. should remember that North Dakotans have come to
value the honesty of their lives in the face of four seasons. We are
not quick to change nor are we likely to forgive the changes which
disrupt our lives and desecrate our homeland.
The long and glorious spring of 1976 has reminded us of the
promise of our lives and the closeness we have to the earth and the
sky.
Our spring is sliding, now, irreversibly into summer. As we look
forward to the peculiar heat of a Great Plains August, we can take
comfort in one fact. It's cooler under the rock than out on the
ridges·· but sometimes the quarters get awfully close.

To the editor:
I've just finished reading On·
looker
Seven and congrat.
ulate you on your excellent
journalism. The
Onlooker
seems to be developing into a
very important and valuable
journalistic contribution.
I
especially liked your reporting
of the miners' holiday and your
editorial analysis the issue of
property rights that hopefully
is emerging.

or

John Davidson
Vermillion, S.D.

Industrial School--continued
is approximately ten students to
each teacher enabling the
teachers to give needed indi·
vidual help.
High school
diplomas can be earned for
students who have enough high
school credits and who have
completed the state requirements for graduation.
The inter.personal area of the
program has seen many chan·
ges. The students are trained
five days a week, for one and
one.half hours a day learning
response, communication and
problem solving skills.
The
goal is to systematically teach a
person to become effective.
The training is done by staff
who have themselves experienced the training from master
trainers of Carkhuff's "Human
Resource Development Tech·
nology.'' Therefore, the staff is
better able to empathize and
communicate with youngsters.
to show how problems are
solved, to show how concrete
goals can be set and advance·
ment achieved.
Besides the
one and one-half hours a day,
students are individually counseled.
Critics of this approach have
argued that it encourages man·
ipulativeness and not genuine
rehabilitation.
Among the
emotional skins taught at ND·
SIS, for example, were hand
shaking, hugging. smiling and
eye contact.
Students were
taught how to say good morn·
ing and how to react in a
variety of social situations with
different kinds
of stress.
The theory behind this is that a
positive approach eases a posi·
tive response and avoids prob·
lems.
Supporters of the program
maintain that these le ssons
merely provided under privileged children with talents their
contemporaries learned at
home.
The physical portion of the
program places a heavy empha·
sis on running.
Each SIS
student was expected to run a
minimum of two miles before
breakfast six days a week.
Critics argued that the running
was a way to increase the
administMtion's control over
students by physically intimi·
dating them. Supporters count·
ered that many of the young
person's legal and emotional
problems stemmed from a lack
of fitness.
Correcting the
physical problems would dem·
onstrate to the student that he
was capable of accomplishing
goals. thus fortifying him for
the more difficult intellectual
and emotional skills buil(ling
programs.

Hall's report to the Director
of the Institutions in June,
1975, noted, "Physical fitness
is the base from which the
other areas of living draw.
Physical fitness provides the
necessary requirements to in·
crease bodily strength, flexibility and endurance. This, in
turn, increases one's overall
energy level."
Because Carkhuff proponents
believed that physical skills
were easiest to achieve and that
physical goals could be reached
quickly, they emphasized physical fitness-.often, the school' s
teaching staff argued, to the
detriment of academic perfor·
mance.

Evaluation

System
The teaching staff at the SIS
has been extremely jealous of
its academic program. which is
the result of several years of
experimentation. The program
has evolved into an indiv:dual·
ized approach··made necessary,
teachers say. because students
come into the school at various
times during the academic year
and at various points in intellectual development. Klecker
said the educational program is
"excellent."
An alleged de·emphasis on
academic standards was a major criticism of Hall's admi"'nis·
tration of the school.
But the most vehement crit·
icism of the Carkhuff program
was reserved for its system of
evaluation. Each staff member
at the school was expected to
evaluate students on punch
cards numbered one to five.
One, the lowest score, was
labled "detractor." Two was
" observer." Three was "par.
ticipant." Four was "contributor" and five was "leader. "
Students were rewarded for
good scores, punished for poor
ones. Among rewards were the
privilege of moving from a
01aximum to a minimum secur·
ity cottage, for example, or an
off campus pass or a furlough.
These privileges were withheld
form students who got low
evaluation scores.
Some of the school's. staff
said that supervisory personnel
used the same system to
evaluate teachers and other
employees a! SIS.
This
led··they charge··to subtle
pressure to conform to stan.
dards se t by Hall and his
associates. Thus, staff were
expected to achieve goals set
'for them by administrative
personnel. Running two miles
was one of these goals.

Those who objected to the
numerical evaluation program
thought it too "military."
Others described it as "man·
ipulative" and several said it
was "fascistic."
Carkhuff proponents defended it, however. Some evaluation
is necessary, they maintained.
Evaluation is possibly only if
some objective) standard is set.
A\ number
offers
a more
objective standard than other
systems.
Dennis Goetz, director of the
State Youth Authority. which
commits about a third of the
school's enrollment, said the
numerical evaluation "is not an
unusual approach. It's becom·
ing more and more common."
Another objection to the
Carkhuff technology wa~ its
emphasize on training for all of
the school's staff. This stemmed from the philosophy that
the system could not be applied
unless 1t was understood. Staff
at the school we re required to
attend the Carkhuff training
sessions.
Many objected to
them. ln fact, mandatory
attendance of the sessions was
a major issue sparking the
initial
inquiry
at
the
school. Klecker ordered the
ses sions suspended pending
the outcome of the inquiry.
They have. not been resumed.
Two views of tfte Carkhuff
Method emerge from these
comments.
The positive view is that the
technology offered students a
chance to better their lives by
learning basic skills which
would help them fn society.
This view sees Carkhuff as an
individualized approach to in·
dividual problems.
The negative view is that
the Carkhuff Method leads to
control of students Jives
through intimidation and regimentation.
The system
teaches young people to be
manipulative and doesn't work
toward solving basic problems
which give rise to juvenile
delinquency.
Although tensions ' at the
school have eased since Hall's
resignation, important ques tions for the institution's future
remain.
How much of the
Carkhuff technology should be
salvaged? How much regimen·
tation is desireable or permiss·
able at a youth corrections
institution? Should the Indus·
trial School move toward a
custodial and away from a
rehabilitative role?
These are pressing questions
for the state·-and especially for
the students at the school.

Exchange
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:rt,fE SORCERER'S APPRENTICE

letters
This ei:change of correspon·
dcnce look pla<e during late
April and May. Fleck's letten,
below the letterhead of his
Bismarck law Orm.
Fleck,
Mather, Strutz and Mayer,
anived In envelops marked,
0 Law, the rule
of right, not

might."

Dear Mike
In your recent publication of
The Onlooker in the story
entitled "The Miners Take a
Holiday," you write as follows:
"Several of the miners told
reporters that North American
Coal Corporation Western Division President Robert Murray,
now of Bismarck but lately of
Cleveland, Ohio, had told them
their jobs were in jeopardy if
the news conference was held."
Mr. Murray was not at the
mine nOl' did he have an
opportunity to talk to any of the
miners between the time that
he first learned of the proposed
news conference and the time
the news conference was in
fact held. The statement is

false and defamatory.
Please advise us immediately
as to the names of the "several
of the miners" who made these
statements to reporters, and
also the name of the reporters
to whom the statements were
made.
We will expect to hear from you
forthwith.

• I Emle
Ernest R. Fleck
Dear Ernie

Thank you for your letter of
April 28. lt"s always good to
know that our subscribers are
interested in The
OnJooker.
I'm sorry I cannot provide the
information you request.
We make a policy of printing all
letters we receive which relat.e
lo items published in The

Onlooker.
Mike

Dear Mike
Receipt is acknowledged of
your letter of May 5, 1976,
advising us that you cannot
furnish us with any basis for
the report which you made
concerning Mr. Robert E. Murray.
It would seem that under the
circumstances, you should print
a statement or retraction that
that portion of the story was in
fact. made without basis or
foundation .
s] Ernie
Ernest R. Fleck

Dear Ernie
Apparently you misunderstood
my earlier letter.
ll was
intended to indicate that I am
professionally unable to provide the information you requested, not that there is no
basis for the report you cite.
The ethics of journalism make
it impossible for me to accede to
your request. I will not violate
the canons of my profession.
I see no need for a retraction.
Again , thank you for your
interest. I assume you have no
objection to publication of this
exchange of correspondence in
The Onlooker.
Mike

Depresident nation to observe Bicentennial·
by Felix Culpa
As 1976 plods along the road to
oblivion it becomes more and more
apparent that nothing significantly
bi.centennial is going to happen th.is
year. True, a few people will be laid to
rest in star spangled coffins, and, come
summer, it will be hard to find a hotel
room in Philadelphia, but in the
ultimate scale of historic values 1976
appears doomed to non.distinction. In
another decade or two it will have
faded into the shadows, another one of
those many years that almost never
were. While papers are written about
the horrors of 1%8 and faculty lectures
delivered about the crisis of 1974, '76
will be recalled only by an occasional
citizen as the year her son broke his
arm falling out of the apple tree.
Sad. but not necessarily true. For
there is still time to save the year;ltime
for the sort of bold, imaginative step
that will force history to sit up and take
notice. Which brings me to the point
of proposing, with a modesty made
necessary by the fact that the idea was
the original property of my litigious
friend, the Prominent Attorney, that
we make 1976 the year we don't elect a
president. Instead why don't we elect
to suspend the presidency? Not
abandon it, of course; just vacate the
office, let it air out for a year or two.
Or four. Or more.
Why not? Precedent exists. From
1776 until 1789 the United States
functioned without a chief executive.
Of course it did not function smoothly;
there was considerable dissension,
even a certain amount of chaos. But
the nation did get through; it won a
war, negotiated a peace, wrote and
ratified a constitution, established a
government, and all without a president. And that is considerably more
than it has managed to do in the past
thirteen years, when it has had four
presidents, five vice-presidents, and,
you will recall, a certain amount of
dissension and chaos.
Apart from the value of returning to
our roots, re-examining our origins, or
whatever you might call it, vacating the
presidency would have a number of

obvious practical adv ntages. 'fo begin
with it would substantially reduce the
cost of running the government. Not
only would there be no president, but
also no presidential salary, no squadrons of presidential advisors and their
assistants, and the assistants' assistants. Cabinet posts and ambassadorships could be left empty with no
discernable effect on the orderly
processes of government, aside from
putting Elliot Richardson temporarily
at loose ends.
Savings could be
realized by abolishing official state
dinners and receptions, and grand
tours to far corners of the globe. Air
force One could be mothballed, or
better yet sold to someone with
imperial tastes--a movie star, an oil
sheikh, an Oriental religious leader. In
fact a lot of things could be sold; one of
the senator's wives running Capitol City
tours might be jn the market for the
presidential yacht, and Camp David
would make an ideal nudist colony.
The private sector would also chalk
up impressive savings once a "Temporarily Out of Service" sign was hung
on the White House gate. Consider the
media; consider that army of earnest
gentlemen lurking in the bushes of the
palace grounds, listening for rumors or
rumbles from the executive bowels.
The executive gone, they could all be
dispatched to other parts of the earth,
where news is also made, though not
so often heard.
For a moment think of what such
action might mean to the television
networks. For starters they would save
the two to ten minutes a day they now
spend plugging the country into goings
on at the presidential court. Add to
that the half dozen or more hours
which are annually devoted to press
conferences, state-of-the-Union ad dresses and other such non-events, and
we find that the office of the presidency
consumes about fifty hours per network
per year. In an off year, that is; when
the elections are upon us, what with
caucuses. conventions and interminable primares, plus almost weekly
forays into obscure precincts where,

according to someone's computer, the
pulse of the people is located. the
nation's highest office must drain
hundreds. perhaps thousands of hours
out of the television reservoir. Suppose
these hours were instead filled with
quality dramatic productions or stimulating documentaries, or were, surprise
of surprises, given over to total silence,
would we not all be greatly blessed?
Or. if you find that supposition
completely unrealistic, devoted exclusively to cop shows, game shows,
sitcoms, and laxative commercials;
would the nation be any worse off? At
least the networks would be wealthier
and the Gross National Product grosser.
In fact an astounding pile of
blessings would shower down on us if
we were to unpresident America this
year. Fast immediate relief would be
gained for the entire body politic by
sparing us from campaign length doses
of Jimmy Carter's calculated pieties, or
Hubert Humphrey's re-enactment of
the patent medicine pitchman , or
Gerald Ford's recitation of the 1948
Grand Rapids Rotary club Creed, or
Ronald Reagan's camera-angled country club views on life in our times.
But even the most beguiling short
term gains dwindle in significance
when compared with the enduring
impact a presidential lay off ought to
have on politicians and other institutions all over the world. The image of
an empty White House could dangle
before the eyes of everyone from Pope
to precinct captain, a fresh reminder
that all things perish, that power
dissolves as surely as it corrupts. that
today's necessities become luxuries
tomorrow cannot afford, and that what
refuses to shape up is apt to be shipped
out. If that image could burn itself into
corporate and congressional and
bureaucratic consciences, then 1976,
the year that made it happen, would,
as the man on the sun drenched sixth
grade movie screen used to say,
proudly take its place in the cavalcade
of America --a bicentennial year to
remember.

Judson:

fighting
for its
school
Not much remains of Judson.
There· is no gas station, no
store, no restaurant, not even a
bar. The grain elevator is used
only for overflow from New
Salem's Co-op.
By most people's standards.
Judson would be a dead town.
But folks at Judson don't
think that way, because they
still have their school. And
they are fighting to keep it.
Actually, the New Salem
School Board voted in March to
close the school. The board has
that authority because. since
1959, Judson has been a part of
New Salem's School District.
At its regular meeting Monday. the board members unanimously reaffirmed their decision to close the school. but a
group of Judson residents has
refused to accept that. Instead,
they've hired a lawyer who will
take their case to Morton
County Superintendent of
Schools Bill Heisler and, if
necessary. further.
Members of the Judson Parent Teacher Organization
Steering Committee, who have
spearheaded the drive to keep
the school open, argue that the

quality of education their kids
get at Judson is better than the
education they'd get at New
Salem.

money. "Pure economics is
what it is." Schwarting said.

The New Salem School Board
counters that the education
offered at Judson is just too
expensive. School Board President Ray Schwarting said.
"Many people from the New
Salem area wonder why we're
spending twice as much per
pupil in Judson as in New
Salem. We have to look out for
the entire district."
Schwarting has statistics on
his side. The per pupil cost at
New Salem, Superintendent
Dale Hurt said, is $750. At
Judson it is Sl,400. Next year,
according to Schwarting. the
costs would be St,600 at Judson, $800 at New Salem--if the
Judson school were open. To
avoid that expense, he's in
favor of closing the school
And that's not all. Hurt and
Schwarting argue.

Here's LoAnn Engwicht, th,e
mother of seven, talking: "I
like to see the sparkle in Mark's
eyes when he has a good day at
school. I'm glad he doesn't
drag out of bed to go to school.
He doesn't complain about
going."

The Judson School is an old
huilding--it w&.s constructed in
1920--and it needs repair badly.
To begin with, Hurt said, the
walls must be replastered. the
fire escape inproved, fire ·estinguishers provided, the chimney repaired, the well refurbished.
None of these things are
major, Hurt conceded, but
together they represent a large
expense for the New Salem
School District which annexed
the smaller Judson district 17
years ago. It's an expense
New Salem's school board
would just as sOOn not have to
meet.
"As a fiscal manager, I just
can't justify it," Hurt said.
So, in a word, the issue for
the New Salem School Board is

At Judson, folks see the issue
differently.

Mark has had a Jot of
experience with M:hoob. Hi!>,
father works for Minnkota
Power Cooperative at an
electrical generating station
near Center. He's gone to four
different schools in southwestern North Dakota. The best of"
them. his mother insists. is at
Judson.
Bob McHenry, who graduated from Judson's High
School in the late Forties,
echoes Mrs. Engwicht's sentiments.
"My children are
getting a lot better education
and a lot Jess trouble in Judson
that they would in New Salem.''
A lot of this. the parents of
Judson's 17 pupils credit to the
teachers. Florence Porsberg
and Ruby Kolb.
Mrs. Porsberg says that all
instruction at Judson is closely
supervised on an individual
level. The school has three first
graders, three second graders
aad a single third grader. These
are Mrs. Kalb's students. Mrs.
Porsberg teaches tluee fourth
graders. five fifth graders and
two sixth graders. Junior high
school students go into New
Salem. just five miles away.
New Salem school officials
concede that individual atten-

tion is the best way to teach
children. "There is no question
in my mind that private tutoring is the best education you
can possibly give a child.''
Schwarting said. Hurt agreed-but both argued that the student ration at New Salem is
very low by state standards-only 19 students per teacher.
The Department of Public ln!struction believes JO students
per teacher is maximum ratio.
Said Schwarting. ''l feel we
have a very good student
teacher ratio at New Salem.•·
Hurt said bringing Judson's
17 grade school students into
New Salem's Prairie Vie"'
Grade School won't change the
student teacher ratio at New
Salem. The total enrollment in
its first six grades will fall J9
students this year.
The total enrollment at New
Salem 540 students. Of these.
220 are in the first six grades.
Florence Porsberg believes
the quality of education she and
her colleague porvide is better
than th~t provided at New
Salem, but she is not bitter
about the decision to close the
school she has served for
almost
three
decades.
"They've been trying to close
this school for almost 20
years." she said.
Superintendent Hurt admits
that's true--as far as he knows.
"This has been talked about for
a couple of years," he said.
"The reasons are finances and
a declining e-nrollment."

Judson partisans believe the
enrollment at their school will
increase. p:irtly due to the

influx of people they expect
with coal development, partly
because they've been actively
seeking students. One alternative for them is to join with the
Swcctbriar District. which operates a rural school about six
miles east of Judson. There are
eight students in that school.
But Hurt said he can't make
decisions on th('
basis of
what
might
happen.
He and Schwarting argue that
school censuses indicate a continued decline in enrollment at
Judson--and a continued rise in
the per pupil CO!>,l.
The ta:fpayers of New Salem's School District will be
better off for the closing of the
school. Hurt insisted, and the
students won't be any worse
off.
But people in Judson don't
sec the issue quite that way.
They fear that with the school
gone. and with no elevator, no
gas station, no restaurant and
no bar, Judsn won't have much
of an identity. The town will
become just another Interstate
Highway exit marked by that
ominous sign: "No services."
Judson, which has been around
since 1891 won't be a recognizable town anymore.
··we·re fighting to save our
community." McHenry said.
The New Salem School Board
has dccided--wlth the advice of
the State Fire Marshall and the
Department of Public Instruction-·{O close the school.
Now, the fight shifts to the
Count) Superintendent of
School in the courthouse at
Mandan.
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Sour iS River solutions

The Souris River has fallen
below flood stage at Minot, but
thousands of acres in the river's
loop north and east of that city
remain under water.
Much
land will not be seeded this
year.
Agricultural officials
estimate that 250,000 acres in
nine northwestern North Dakota counties, not all of them
within the Souris Basin, were
affected by flooding this year.
Damage totals may run to SIO
million.
Meanwhile. officials
from
Manitoba and Saskatchewan
agreed in principal to a basin
wide planning effort advanced
by Gov. Arthur A. Link. The
planning effort would. involve
the governments of the Unitect
States and Canada, the provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan and the state of North
Dakota. The Souris River rises
in Saskatchewan, flows into
North Dakota and then into
Manitoba.

Neither Manitoba's minister
of mines, resources and the
environment nor Saskatchewan's environment minister
would commit his government
to participate in the study, but
each told L\,nk at a meeting in
Bismarck May 17 that they'd
take positive recommendations
for action to their province's
premiers.i
Said Manitoba's
Sidney
Green, "I intend to make very
positive suggestions along the
lines you've outlined." Saskat-

chewan's Neil Byers
said,
"We're willing to cooperate
with you, your state, your
country, with Manitoba and
with Canada. We support the
general initiatives we've discussed today."

Link began the meeting by
endorsing construction of the
Burlington Dam to be operated
as a dry dam.
He also
supported raising Lake Darling
Dam "to maximum feasible
height." The governor said
this would h;tve controlled the
1976 flood. Link called Gass·
man Coulee, a ravine draining
into the Souris below the
proposed Burlington Dam site
·•a sleeping giant that cannot
be ignored." He suggested that
federal funds be requested to
plan for protection
against
flooding from coulee run-off.
Some opponents of the Burlington Dam had hoped that
Canadian officials would suggest an alternative reservoir
site in that country. Byers
said, however, "the opportunity for large, effective flood
control reservoirs simply does
not exist in the headwaters and
it will be necessary to look at
the mainstem of Moose Mountain Creek and the Souris River
itself.
Unfortunately, such
storage would flood a great deal
of valuable farm land. Furthermore, the use of such
reservoirs for flood control
would conflict with their use for
water supply. recreation and
other uses ... It would be very
difficult to justify such flood

control reservoirs in Saskatchewan on the basis of Saskatchewan benefits alone.''

a ba rg e

canal?
Byers suggested that "the
most attractive means" for
controlling flooding in his province would "likely be channel
improvements and the clearing
of the flood plain.''
Green
noted that alternative "may
have the most serious ill effect
on North Dakota and Manitoba." Flows at Manitoba
points were more than double
previous highs, Green said, and
in some cases the increase in
flow over earlier records was
more than the total flow at
Minot or Sherwood.

Each of the ministers was
accompanied by staff from their
water resources management
agencies.
Byers brought an
administrative assistant,
as
well. These men and North
Dakota planning officials were
guests of the governor for
lunch. The group reconvened
at a public meeting after lunch.
That session lasted but 15
minutes.

A reporter and cameraman
from the Canadian Television
Network (CTV. which is privately owned) also came to
Bismarck.
They'd been assigned to cover any border
"irritants.'' reporter
Keith
Morrison said.

The Public Works Commit·
tees of the U.S. House and
Senate have been asked to
authorize a study of the feasibility of a slack water navigational system on the Missouri
River between Fort Benton,
Mont., and Omah, Nebr.
The request comes from
governors of three Northern
Plains states including North
Dakota. This state's Gov.
Arthur A. Link joined Thomas
Judge of Montana and Richard
Kneip of South Dakota in voting
to ask for the study bythe U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. The
vote took place at a meeting of
the Old Western Regional
Commission.
Wyoming's Gov. Ed Hersch·
)er opposed the motion. Gov.
J .J. Exon of Nebraska missed
the vote.
The five states make up the
regional commission, a joint
federal state planning effort on
the Northern Plains.
Slack water navigation on the
Missouri is an idea almost as
old as North Dakota. In this
century's first decade North
Dakota Gov. John Burke suggested a system of barge
shipping on the Missouri River.
In the 19SO's. a flurry of
suggestions for the system
engulfed the plains. In the late
1960's, Montana's Gov. Forrest
Anderson suggested that some
form of water transportation be
exte nded to Fort Benton. which

bo~~dr;c~nt years. the North
Dakota Farmers Union has
endorsed slack water navigation
on the river.
Such a system would require
channelization of substantial

segments of the stream. A
number of low head dams to
stabilize the river·s flow would
also probably be neces\ary.
Some method of crossing the
six huge mainstem dams would

also have to designed.
The Farmers Union has argued that the system would

enable shipment of coal and
agricultural products from the
Northern Plains to midwestern
and southern locations.
Oil,
manufactured products and
fertilizers could be shipped
back.
The resolution passed by the
Old West Regional Commission
cited possible trade with southern states as a basis for the
feasibility study.
The Omaha World Herald
reported that states like Mississippi. Louisiana and Arkansas ''helped breathe new life
into the slack water canal
plan."
The Omaha paper noted, .. As
envisioned in the past. the
canal would fo11ow the Missouri
River from Omaha to Fort
Benton, employing numerous
Jocks. It would be filled with
water from the river. but supposedly would require only
periodic rechargings to replace
evaporated water.Omaha would
be the switching point, with
cargoes being shifted there
from the canal to the river and
vice versa.''
The plan--eve n in its infancy--has aroused opposition
from environmentalists and
American railroads.
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An environmental

assess·
ment of the effects of large
scale coal development in seven
southwestern North

Dakota

counties will get underway in
early June, according to Gov.
Arthur A. Link, who has given

the study his public support.
The study i5. a preliminary step
toward leasing of federafly
owned coal in North Dakota.

The governor announced the
state's cooperation in the study at a news conference in

Bismarck.

He said the en-

vironmental impact statement
which will result from the study
will provide information about
the cumulative effects of coal
development projects in

Mc-

Three holdovers from Gov.
William t. Guy's ~dministration and the North Dakota
Water Conservation Commission's newest meniber joined
forces to defeat a motion to
deny Natural_ Gas Pipe Line
Company's application for
enough water to supply four
coal gasification plants in Dunn
County. The motion was made
by Gov. Arthur A. Link, the
Commission's, chairman--and
the man who appointed the
fourth to vote on the Commission.

The four to three roll cal) vote
came during the Commission's
two day April meeting, held in
Bismarck. Commission members M,Yron Just, who is state
agriculture commissioner and
an ex officio member <>f the
water board, and Arlene Wilhelm of Dickinson voted with
Link. Commissioners Gordon
Gray, Valley City; Alvin Kramer. Minot; Richard Gallagher,
Mandan--all Bill Guy appointces--and Art Lanz of Devils
Lake. whom Link appointed to
the Commission, opposed the
motion.
Link relinquished the chair to
introduce the resolution and to
assure the public "I have not
lobbied the Commission either
individually or as a group."
Important questions regarding
the feasibility of the coal
ga\ification process generally
and specifically the lurgi ga,;ification method remain. he said

The governor said the state
has already authorized a five
fold increase in coal production--as much as former Interior
Secretary Rogers C.B. Morton
and his successor Thomas
Kleppe hav said is necessary
for North Dakota to meet its
responsibilities to the nation.

Lean, Morton. Oliver, Mercer,
Dunn.

Stark

and

Burleigh

counties.
Link said :":orth
Dakota will have "a full partnership with the federal government·' in decisions made
about the I .3 million acres of
federal coal minerals under
private surfaces in North Dakota. "This will be another step
in decision making for North
Dakota." he said.
A series of public meetings
will begin the study. Meetings
are set for Killdeer June 14,
Mandan June JS. Twin Buttes
June 16, Underwood June 17,
Dickinson June 22 and Glen
Ullin June 25. Officials of the
Bureau of Land Management,
the chief federal agency involved, will meet with personnel of state departments
June 4 and with representatives
of industry June 11.
Both
sessions will be in the Capitol's
large hearing room.
Li~k said the regional environmental impact statement
will "assure the state authority
and input regarding resource
utilization and environmental
protection in the state.··
The state government's participation in the study will be
directed by Richard (Ike) Ellison, Link's natural resources
coordinator and chairman of the
Natural Resources Council, and
Oscar Lund of the State Planning Office.
In addition, the North Dakota
Department of Health will do
the air quality analysis and the
Planning Office will coordinate
the use of computer technology
for analysis of
alternatives.
The executive director of the
· State Soil Conservation Committee will coordinate local
public meetings.

Link questioned whether
North Dakota is being asked
.. to support energy needs that
are basic" or energy that is ·'to
be wasted.••
He also pointed to strong
0££22Uion to coal gasiflcation
on the local level in both Dunn
3nd Mercer counties. The
latter jurisdiction would be the
location of American Natural
R~e~- Co!l!Pany"s g a s ~
tipn complex, This oppos1tton
had influenced his decision to
attempt to delay
NGPL's application, Link said.

I he governor said he was
"worried" about the "serious
allegations'' that North American Coal CorPoration.'tncTntcnded supplier for AN R's Jiliwt
near Beulah, is "not adhering
to the rQ£1amation laws
this
SJatc "
Such charges were
made April I by members of
L()('al 9880 of the United Mine
Workets of America.
The
Jocal's membership i~ employed
in NACCO's lndianhead mine
at Zap. (Onlooker Seven).

Lm·k loses cruc1·aI
water commission vot~ ..
some matters. such as joint
energy storage facilities, Link
said.
Agriculture Commissioner
Just said undecided feelings in
Washington toward federal
subsidies for synthetic fuels
made the granting of a water
permit for ano1her gasification
plant premature.
Just said
congressional rejection of a
svnthetic fuels bill to subsidize
c~al ga,;ification and the congrcss_ional decision not to der~~te _natural gas. which fie
felt were important to the
viabihtv of ~as,fication. were
ind1cat;ons o federal ambivalence toward the issue.
(A committee of the U.S.
House of Representives has
approved a synthetic fuels subsidy bill similar to that rejected
bv the full House last fall.
A*lthough industry lobbyists .arc
fighting for the bill. its passage
remains uncertain.)

Art Lanz had
k ey vote on

Natural Gas
Pipeline permit
Wilhelm said the state's
ommitment to one a ification
plant--ANR has a permit for
water for a plant near Beulah-has "fulfilled our responsibility
for expl~ration of this energy
process
Commissioner Gray said he
personally agreed wilh Link's
remarks but was "bothered"
by the drain of U.S. dollars to
Mideast nations for the purchase of oil. Gray. a banker,
said. ''We have a resource ... and we have certainly
-shown that this resource will be
used in a more acceptable
manner.
By denying this
permit we are setting ourselves
backwards and exposing ourselves to federal participation."
Kramer said he had "real
mix.cd emotions" 3bout the
governor's motion. "My basic
feeling is that I could not
support the four plant application," he said "I do think I
could support one plant.·'

or

'-·1 was cxtremefy

disappointed by the allegation," Link
said. "Until we see concrete
evidence th3t coal opcraters arc
following the la"·· it is difficult
for the people of North Dakota
to welcome this kind of development in our state."
Link suggested that ANR and
NGPL make the planned gasification plant in Mercer County
a joint venture. The companies market gas in the same
general area-- ANR is based in
Detroit and NGPL in Chicago-and arc already cooperating on

Lanz. who was named to the
Commission • in September,
1975. said ''I wholeheartedly
agree with the governor's
viewpoint." The joint venture
idea. he added "appeals" to
him.
Gallagher, who chaired the
meeting so Link could argue for
his motion. did not express an
opinion on the motion.
Before the voTe, the Conrnission heard representative~ of
Natural Gas Pipe Line Company
and of a Dunn County citizens
group.
Robert Lindgren. NGPL's
vice president for energy exploration told the Commission
"I quite frankly agree with
many points" in Link's statement but that he wished to
· 'resp.~ ctfully slightly di.s agree.

.Lindgren
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talked of the nap~e of the application. Lanz.
tion's energy shortage and
ttlis analysic, holds. wanted
J\!.!!.erican reliance on foreigvmore time.
.£l.!_.__:.·We as a countryafe
--the vote was contrh:cd to
going to have to r~Jy on ou
get Link off the hook.
The
conventional forms of eriergyTo
governor would look good with
givi:uSITirff:1orinfplemenration
critics of coal for making the
'efeioirc J:iew s o u r c e s ~
motion but would make no
"We must move forward as
lasting enemies among coal's
best "e can to utilize the
friends by allowing it to fail.
energy we now have." The
This anah'si\ holds that Lan,
lurgi gasification process. he
could noi vote against Link
maintained is "both a techniwithout the governor·.., hiescalh· sound and environmensing.
tal!)' acceptable process ...
--Lan, cast an honest vote,
either because he doesn't want
Dunn Countv farmer Ranthe
permit denied or because
dolph Nodland ·asked the Comhe wants more time to think
mission to "deny the permit
about it.
once and for all so we can go
The Commission's action
back to our farms and not worry
leaves NGPL and citizens of
about this in another 60 days.··
the state uncertain about North
Dakota's encrg:,.- future. The
"We arc tired of coming to
company's application for water
meetings ·· Nodland said. "but
was made nearly three y·ears
we feel so strongly about our
ago and has been the subject of
farms. we felt we had to be
several public hearings in Dunn
here."
County and in Bismarck. NG Pl
executives ha ...·c indicated
they'd like a quick decision. but
Nodland added, "We have
their pressure has been muc.:h
shown that a majority Of peopTe less obvious than that exerted
In our count_}jjon t ~
by ANG in it., successful atcan l hvc witflthepiant. · He
tempt to get "ater for its plant
was referring to a petition in
in Mercer Counh·
opposition to the permit which
With the do~ded future of
contained signatures of a ma"ivnthctic fuel subsidies and
jority of Dunn County voters.
North Dakota's increasingly
Nodland had presented the
uncertain political future. the
petition to Link at an earlier
company can probably afford to
meeting.
wait.
The audicnce--made up
largely of energy representatives--was tense and silent a.:.•-.~~------··
the vote was taken. The vote
tied three/three. Vice Chairman Gallagher broke the tie
and kilJed the motion.
Lanz'<; was the key vote. He
had been exp~cted to vote for
the motion. Before the meeting
he told Dunn Count',· citizens he
was behind the gov~rnor all the
way. Lanz and Link are friends.
Th~ two were school churns in
rural McKenzie County in the
Twcntios. Lanz had indicated
to reporter Jim Fuglie that he'd
support the governor (Onlooker
Five).
After the vote. Lan, said he
was "in complete aggrement"
with Link's viewpoint blit that
he disagreed with the governor's conclusion. He said he
had "good reasons" for voting
as he did but that he was "not
at liberty" to
discuss them.
Later, Lanz said he wouldn't
vote in favor of the permit
application unless the governor
also changed his mind.
Link has said that he won't
reintroduce the motion to deny
the permit application.
Instead. he'll allow the situation
to develop "naturally.''
Observer-. punlcd by Lam's
vote offered these explanations:
--the commissioner was bewildered by the motion and
made a mistake. The resolution
was a negative one and required a :yes vote to de_ny the
appli"ation. Lanz, this analysis
holds. made a mistake he felt
he had to live with.
--the commissioner was
••gotten to" and persuaded to
vote against the motion because
defeating the resolution would
merely delay a final decision,
not approve the permit. Passing the resolution would deny
the permit. however. and dis-

Subsidy

reluctance

.

no surpnse
A bill granting a S2 billion
federal subsidv, in the form of
guaranteed lo;ns. for synthetic
fuels has recently been reported out of committee in the
House of Representatives.
This bill is a watered down
version of a s\·nthetic fuels bill
which was so~ndly defeated by
the House last year. Congressman Mark Andrews voted
agai~st the original S6 billion
version.
The New York Times has said
opposition to the subsidy program remains high in both
conservati\'C and liberal corners
of the Congress and final
passage by the full House is
uncertain.
American Na,ural Gas. rcC'Cntly changed to Resource.
Company has said that their
ga!l.ification project in Mercer
County hinges on passage of
some form of federal "iUbsid\· of
coal gasification.
·
This is not suprising consid.
ering that Michigan-Wisconson
wishes to construct a gasification plant, pro,·iding po,,er to
IO per cent of their service
cu\tomcrs. at a combined coM
of from Sl.5 to Sl.7 billion
dollars. This figure includes
the cost of the plant. the mine.
and the pipeline transport <.;yc.,tem.
The total combined asset, of
American Natural Gac.,. on the
other hand. are lcsc., than S2
billion.

The
University of North Dakoid

Places you have to ook for

FOREST. RIVER
• BIOLOGY AREA

photos and text by Randy Bradbury
When pioner SCttlers came to the upper
Red River nlley aru. they shunned the
open, windy prairie and chose, instead, to
stake their first claims along the Red River
and its many tributaries.
One such
tributary is the Forest River. whose valley
is a winding swath of forest and
vegetation through the fertile flatlands of
northern Grand Forks and southern Walsh
counties.
According to H.V. Arnold, who wrote
several tittle books in the early 1900's
about 1he history of white man's life in the
valley, the Forest River's first white
setller was George Inkster, who had come
dov.n from Ontario wid1 plans of establishing a farm and canle ranch.
He
settled near what is now the town of
Inkster, N.D.. in an area which. much
earlier, was the shoreline or ancient Lake
Agassiz.
Along the Fores!, a mile or twO" from
Inkster, the Uni\·ersity o( North Dakota
ha~ fenced off 160-acres for preserva1ion
as a biological research area. where
graduate studen1s can work on thesis
proJects and where, a few limes a year.
biology students in the lower level Jab
classes so for field trip\.
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Keith Killingbeck. a biology grad
student at UNO who has been conducting
experimenU there in connection with his
docloral 1hesis. said this area is particu•
larly well suiled for such research. For
inslance, he said, there are 425 differenl
species of plants within the 160 acres. an
unusually high number for- North Dakota.
There usually wouldn't be half lha1 many
species in a typical square mile, he said.
The research area has praifie. flood
plain, slopes and meadows. with corres·
ponding plant life on each: and. along
with the forest River. 1here is Inkster
Spring Stream, a short. spring-fed creek,
broken in several places by beaver dams.
The water in this stream is clean and
drinka?ilc. Killingbeck said. and flows
year-round without free1ing.
In short.the area is a natural intermission in the flatlands of 1he prairie and (at
the risk of misinterpreting history), one
might well speculate tha1, in addition 10
the usual reasoJS gi\'en for !)COple settling
along rivers, pcrhapi. as much a reason is
~imply 1ha1 !hey liked it there.

North Dakota had nation's first primary
by Chuck Haga
Sixteen presidential elections
ago. the farmers and ranche_rs
of North Dakota walked or rode

their horses to their township
halls and sent a message to
• Washington.

But President William Howard Taft wasn't listening. Or
maybe politicians of 1912 simply put less faith in the nation's
first-ever presidential primary
than people do in today's series
of intramural political battles.
Taft, the incumbent, was

trounced in the North Dakota
primary .of 1912. He received
only three per cent of the vote.
as Sen. Robert Lafollette of
Wisconsin and Former President Theodore Roosevelt split
most of the Republican ballots.
But Taft didn't call a press
conference to announce that he
had decided to not seek another
term. As President, he controlled the party machinery,
and in most states the national
convention delegates still were
chosen then at controlled state
conventions. Taft won the
nomination, but Roose\·elt bolt·
ed the
Republican Party
and took many of its progressives with him into the shortlived Progressive or Bull Moose
Party. With the opposition so
divided. Woodrow 'Wilson won
the presidency for the Democrats.
According to an unpublished
1950 master ' s thesis at the
University of North Dakota.
Lafollette was a hero in North
Dakota, where progressivism
was transforming the state.
Roosevelt had lived in the state
for six vears and was consider-

ed an adopted "native son,
but his primary campaign suffered from its connections with
the "stalwart" Republican
machine. There was a strong
effort made by Roosevelt captains to convince Lafollette
supporters that their candidate
could not win the nomination,
and that they should support
the progressive who could-Roosevelt.
But LaFollctte ' s campaign
··staff' responded that many of
the self-styled progressives who
were pumping for Roosevelt
actually were conservative Taft
men who hoped to split the
progressive movement and help
the President toward renomination. The Minot Daily Report·
er, a progressive paper, agreed
that the Roosevelt campaign
was being "run by reactionary
politicians.· •
Only 10 delegates were at
stake. but like the more recent
New Hampshire primaries the
1912 election in North Dakota
carried some we ight as a
bellwether.
Every faction
wanted the prestige ~f winning
the first primary, and Roosevelt
had been calling for direct
primaries as a needed political
reform.
But LaFollette--who made
10 to JS speeches a day during
a four.day tour through the.
state just before the election-·
won with 34.123 vote s to
Roosevelt's 23.669. President

Taft claimed only 1,876, though
his I908 general e lection total
in North Dakota had be en
57,680. The Philadelphia North
American noted that Taft got

only 16 more votes than there
were federal office holders in
the state, and wondered. ''Who
were these 16 voters. and what
were they doing in North
Dakota?''

The Phlladelphla Enqu irer
smugly noted that Roosevelt
had been claiming that with
primaries he would "sweep the
country before him," but the
progressives hadn't flocked to
him even "in a state devoted to
radicalism and insurgency . ._.
Roosevelt did go on to win
the Illinois primary by a 2-to-l
margin. then followed that with
victories in California, Min ne sota, Nebraska, Maryland,
South Dakota and Ohio, Taft's
home state. He won more than
two thirds of the national
Republican delegates elected in
direct primaries. but most del egates were chosen by conventions and Taft won a first-ballot
nomination.
Gov. John Burke ran as a
favorite son in North Dakota's
Democratic primary in 1912 and
was alone on that side of the
ballot. as the national candi·
dates had agreed to not challenge favorite sons.
Burke
delivered his delegation to
Wilson, who won nomination on

the 46th ballot.

Although he

polled more votes in North
Dakota than did Wilson, Burke
lost his bid for re-election. but
was appointed treasurer of the
United States.
The general election results
in North Dakota were a remarkably close reflection of the
results nationally. Wilson carried the state with 29.555 votes,

followed by Roosevelt with

25.726, Taft with 23,090 and
Socialist Eugene Debs with
6.966. The national totals were
Wil,on, 6.293.019; Roosevelt .
4.119.507; Taft, 3.484,956. and
Debs. 901.873.
Another Roosevelt did better
in l'D2. in his first presidential
primary and--because of the
need for economy once the Dust
Bowl
days
began--North
Dakota·, la~t. Franklm D.
Roo~cvclt assured leaders of
the \tate·s Nonpartisan League
th,u he could support their farm
relief proposal~. so they went
homL' and rounded up lot; of
Republican vote~ to help FDR
to a big victorv to start his I932
campaign.
\
Haga Is a graduate student in
histon at the Unhersit) of
North. Dakoca.
He formcrl)
worked as a reporter for The
Grund Forks Herald.

/

Next time,
"'c 'II cxa~inc
politics at

the local
le,el in
sc, cral of
North Dakota's
legislath e districts.

Stroup wants to challenge Burdicli
North Dakota Republicans
have apparently found a candidate io challenge incumi:ient
Democratic U.S. Senator Quentin Burdick.
He is State Sen Robert
Stroup of Hazen. Stroup told
news conferences in Bismarck

and Fargo. Friday that he would
seek the Republican endorsement for the U. S. Senate to
"put some good, old-fashioned

integrity back into the Halls of
Congress so each of us can
again have faith in this nation's
legislative leadership. '·
He promised a vigorous campaign based on " Good old
fashioned straieht-from-the-

shoulder answers and not an
unending string of promises.''
Stroup, a former lumberman
at Hazen in Mercer County,
was elected to the North Dakota
Senate in 1966. He claims
authorship of the state's strip
mine reclamation law. In the
1975 legislative session he
chaired the Senate's finance
and taxation ·committee and
was instrumental in bringing
the state a flat rate rather than
a percentage of value severance
tax on lignite coal.
Presently, the Senate candidate is a vice president of
Farmers Security Bank at
Washburn and a truStec in
Bankruptcy for th e western

portion of North Dakota. He is
60. He is the father of s ix
children. His second wife--the
senator was widowed in 1971-·
has four children.
Most of the question s at
Stroup's Bismarck news confer.
enc~ centered on energy mattefs. He said he would tell
non-North Dakotans that the
mood of this state toward
ene rgy de velopment is ''very
definitely appre hensive" bu·t
that if the " development proceeds in an ocderly fashion. a
lot of the appre hension will
disappear."
He said the apprehension is
"just" and he is "personally
apprehensive about a c rash
program which hopefully North
Dakota can avoid. If we can
work for a long span, orderly
development, I am not personally apprehe nsive ," he said. "If
de velopme nt is something we
..:an work with I think it would
be beneficial."
In ans wer to a line of
questions from KFYR Television newsman Dennis Neumann, Stroup said opposition to
the development of North Dakota· s vast coal reserves "is
really hard to ascertain. The
groups are so varied. They
cover s uch a wide variety of
re asons for opposing or favoring it."
But Stroup added that a V'ote
in Mercer County--the site of
several existing and proposed
lignite fueled energy plants-would result in a vote in favor
of development.
In answer to political questions from Tom Bus hee of
KXMB Television and Mark
Kinders of the Bismarck Tribune, Stroup said he'd have

Robert Stroup

difficulty raising money to conduct a campaign. "Finances
will be on a low key," he said . I
can't match my opponent in
dollars. I'll have to substitute
good. hard-working, dedicated

people." That remark brought
applause from about 20 Repub·
lican Party faithful gathered for
the news conference at Bismarck's Town House Motor
Inn.

Stroup told Mandan NEWS
Re porter Mike Jacobs that he'd
have to conduct a "Different
type campaign" than Thomas
Kleppc's race against Quentin
Burdick in 1970. In that election. both candidates spent
enormous amounts of money.
Kleppe's slick media campaign
is often blamed for his loss to
Burdick. Kleppe is now U. S.
Secretary of Interior.
Stroup said he wouldn't accept large contributions from
the state's lignite industry .
Mineral lease holder I.J. Wil·
hite, whose Nokota Company
holds leases on millions of acres
in western North Dakota, attended Stroup's news confere nce. In 1974, he Rave U. S.
Senator Milton Young S2,000.
In 1972, Wilhite ran unsuccessfully for lieutenant governor on
the Republican ticke t.
Stroup said he would accept
small contributions for individuals. He dido 't elaborate. but
he added, .. I don't want to go
to Washington committed by
any large contributions.''
Stroup said he "fully expects
others to seek the endors'emem.
J hope there will be others. But
I can express my confidence in
be ing the candidate . I hope I
will be . ' '

Soine

things
about

politics
In
Onlooker Eight we
prom1:-.ed an article to bt" called
··~\II ;,1hout Politi<':-.." That was a
lying promi,t•, made in the
dl·;1dline nush.
For a fort
nig"h't ', renl·l·lion has ('onvinced
t i-. tlwn··, n•ally not
muC'h
to ,.iy.
Tht· fr•llow in charge of
hn·\\illJ{ this "'t':t<.;on's political
ll·a l'vidl·ntly didn't boil the
\\.itler lonKt'~oug-h, ht•('<lll"e the
ll'<t\(', rdusl' to sink. Here, it
look:. likt•, i, w hc•re we stand:
Hoht•rt ~klhtnd says Rirhard
Elkin has tht• lpad in the ral'e
for tlw Rt•puhlil·an gubnna
toria l t•ndor,t•ment. Rit·hard
Ell.in ,av:-. Hohc-rt Rt•imers is
the lcad~r. It seem\ to us that
;\ldlitnd i:... rig-ht, hut that
l<t·imt•r, t·ould win the endorse ·
nwnt .iny v,,ay.
Fir...t off, t•veryhody has dis
mis,t•d Holwrt Petl'rson, the
">l.tle auditor, not ht'<'ausc• hr
i...n ·1 fi t to h<' govPrnor but
ht•1·,wst> he> st.:1rtt'd too late and
hl'(';lll!'.l' hP 1:,,, not Y.(•11 known.
despite hi ap~aling ballot
n,1 mt•, Pt•tt•rson is now far
lwhind.
~t·t·oncl, Bob ).lf'lland has
fuunfi that h<· isn't as popular as
ht• t houKht ht• was Ill' started
t ht· r;,t·e in front. he thought ,
hut hl' lost t h,tt posit ion rathrr
11ui1·kly.
T hird, Rt·imers has brrn
\\Orl-..ing n•ry hard in t•very
t·ornt·r of tht• ,tall'. lie•\ l'On
til('lt·cl
party leaders and
dt>h·galt's to past convC'nlions
.1 round 80 per l'ent of Repub
lit·:10 d<>lt•galt•s are repeaters

11,.-, opened an office, he's
hin·d a.staff, he\ printed a
n •s.rular newsletter, hl''s pur
t·hast•d fampaign buttons. His
theme b simpll':
Back to
hasit·....
And, he ma!ntains,
"lh•inll'r, t·an win,"
'l'hl· thmg b, many Repub
lir<tm, don't believe il. That
explains Dil'k Elkin\ appeal.
lit- looks likt• a v.:inner, Elkin
rl'mains the only Republican
who ha~ a clear shot at de·
ft·.ttinJ{ DemO<'ratic im·umbent
Art Link. lie has capitalized on

this by printing election cards
•· so for hb only campaign
<'Xpt.•nse. They bear hi'i picture
and a r acinK flag. "Dick Elkin,"
thc•v sav. " lie ean win."
'l;he Republican Party's fail
urt• to nominate their most
allradivt• candidate would re
stall' the GOP's death wish.
fir:...l t•xpr<'Ssed in the nomina
tion of C. P . Dahl against Wil
li.im L . (:u.v in 1960.
The
H:•puhliean!'. havr n't held tht•
,;on•rnors hip since t hen.
Democrat~ concede they'd
rathe r run again s t Mella.nd .
whose connections with energy
interests they yearn to attack-Reimers , whose gruff conservatis m and blunt manner will
not char m the masses. Or so

the Democrats think.
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Meet the candidates, all five of them

Reimers
argue, has aided those companies which have no North
Dakota interests while delaying
those, like Montana Dak2.ta
Utilities Company, which proVICJ_e"energy to North Dakota.
Link wm have toc!elen,Ihimself
against these attacks, which
Elkin will make articulately.

A look
at Dick Elkin
Elkin is the man the Democrats most fear.
He is a
westerner. He has the most
conservative record on energy
of the four Republican candidates. (Peterson has no record
on the issue and hasn't yet
addressed it.)
Elkin, Democrats know, will
force Art Link to define quite
specifically what the 'go slow'
policy he has endorsed.. is all
about. Elkin, now chairman of
the Public Service Commission,
will counter with his own plans
for development of North Dakota coal. He defines a regional
approach: Coal lg[ tbe CO:ARI
and the utfitties which serve
the Northern ftams a.. . .ik.k.et
hOme to lhe Mid-western compaiues __~h_o ~
no North
~~onn~c!.!2!!.:..

Elkin recognizes that there
are really two coal industriesin
N'orin Dakota, the native and
tne Out-Of-state. The former
are companies like J { ~
and Baukol Noonan, both of
which arc char{erco1ier'e and
both of whose executive departments are manned by IJakolans of long standing. Co'-!§21·
idation Coal Companx
about halfway into both , camps.
Consol is the succes~or of the
Truax Traer Coal Company
whose people have been around
a long time. But Consol, a
subsidiary of Continental Oil
Company, is headquartered in
,.
Pittsburgh, Pa. J:i~!!!£ti;
tc'~ n Coal Corporation is the
~example of - the foreigner, even though it's been
involved in coat mining here
for more than two decades.
NACCO's chief executive in
North Dakota is a corporate
type, not the kind of miner
North Dakota's lignite industry
is used to (but NACCO's Bob
Murray did spend a part of his
life in Ohio's deep mines.) He
refused to join the native's
North Dakota Lignite Council.
His <'ompany has contracted lo
dig coal for Michigan Wisconsin
Pipe Line Company and for
United Power Association.
Both are regarded as outsiders.
Neither will, provide much
fuel for North Dakota.
All this is recited because
Elkin believes he can stay on
good terms with coal conservatives from west of the Missouri
River and with development
interests in the Republican
Party by outlining a moderate,
North Dakota centered coal
policy. Link's approach, he will

rans

Of course, Elkin is not assured the endorsement or his
party. His campaign is seriously short of money , he insists,
and it has none of the gloss of
the Melland or the Reimers
efforts. What it does have
though, is political talent which
understands how to win at
Republican conventions. Among
Elkin's aides are Wayne Brand,
who helped Dick Larsen in 1972
and Gary Schnell, who managed Ed Doherty's gubernatorial bid in 1968. Schnell worked
for I.J. Wilhite, the coal man,
in the 1972 race for lieutenant
governor.
Another Wilhite
sidekick, Ken Karls, is also on
Elkin's side this time around.
Cliff Bender and Larry Borlaug

biiih~-.on Elkin's team.

The money he has, Elkin
said. has come from his own
pocket, from his brother-in-law
Ralph Messer of Richardton, a
farmer, businessman and manufacturer , and in lesser amounts from Gary Kramlich, a
Minot realtor, Morris O'Connel,
a Di<"kinson banker, Jim East"
gate, an officer of the Burleigh
County Water Management
District from Bismarck . ..Ba~
mond Schnell. Dickinson livestock seller and West River
Divers ion promote r , Arnt
Erickson. Rugby insurance
man, and Herb Herauf and Bill
Rabe, Dickinson business men.
These donations--about Sl,000
from Messer and S100 from
each of the others--have been
unsolicited. Elkin said. Mainly.
he indicated. "I have contributed.''
Elkin figures his net worth at
$175,000 to $200,000. He owns
a 700 acre farm in Stark
County, $70,000 worth of equipment, 70 head of beef
cattle, a home in Bismarck and
two cars. He has, he says, no
corporate stock and single
shares in five cooperatives around Taylor, his home town.
Elkin has tried to compensate for his Jack of money by
personally contacting
active
Republicans and delegates to
past conventions. "As fast as
delegates are selected, we follow up," he said.
Elkin sees coal and coal
related development as the
major issue. "North Dakota
should control it," he said,
"firmly and positively." He believes the state still has the
opportunity to direct development of her vast lignite reserves and the water in her
rl'servoirs , but that opportun·
itic·s are slippinl{ rapidly.

He is for West River Diversion, though not at the massive
level of industrialization outlined in several of the original
diversion study alternatives.
"We'll have coal development
with or without diversion," he
said. "With West River, we'll
have a handle on it. .. The key to
control, he said, "is the amount
of water we allocate ...
Elkin sees burgeoning government and higher taxes, both
of which he opposes, as other
major issues.
"I believe in
running in the black," he said,
"but not in building up huge
surpluses." Elkin thinks it's
lime to take another look at the
business privilege tax and at
slate revenue sharing with
cities.

In these positions, he is
securely Republican. In eight
years on the Public Service
Commission, he's gained considerable ex erience in re uJa. _
and the challenge of directing
its growth led him to announce
for the governorship. He said
he doesn't count on support
from the slate's native coal
industry. "'I haven't embraced
them," he said. Oilmen aren't
likely to support him because
he's opposed deregulation of
their industry.

What
might
happen
We've spent all this time on
Elkin because he is the front
runner. If the convention were
held today, he would have the
largest block of delegate votes.
That doesn't mean he'd get the
endorsement, for North Dakota
Republicans may have them·
selves a brokered convention
when they settle down for
business in Fargo in mid-July.
In that event, Reimers might
be a winner. He is the second
choice of many West River
Republicans who like his talk of
basics and his gruffness. He
may be the second choice of
Jamestown Republicans who
are backing their home town
boy, Robert Melland. Reimers
is elected from Stutsman County·•the same legislative district
that sends Melland to Bismarck. Both are legislative
leader~ -Melland the president
pro tempore of the Senate and
chairman of the Legislative
Council and Reimers
the
speaker of the House of Represenatives.

Peterson

Link

Peterson's support, which is
reportedly spread around the
state but is probably concentrated in the Northwest,
where he owns a farm and once
coached basketball, could go to
Elkin. That would, of course,
.give him a boost toward the
endorsement.
So, Elkin looks the strongest.
Melland and Reimers are in
second spots pretty close together. Peterson trails.
Remember, we didn't make
any predictions.

lican primary. Some Democrats resent that and are looking for someone else to en·
dorse. So far, they've had no
luck.
The Democrats have an un
usually large number or incumbencies to defend this year.
There's Public Service Com
missioner Bruce Hagen, Tax
Commissioner Byron Dorgan,
Agriculture Commissioner Myron Just, Treasurer Walter
Christianson.
Just has an
announced Republican oppon
ent in former state senator Bill
Thoreson of York. He's been a
grain elevator operater and
farmer. He's not impressed
with Just's efforts to establish a
North Dakota Wheat Pool util,
izing the North Dakota Mill and
Elevator. Similar ideas have
been tried before, he said, and
they haven't worked.
One Supreme Court judgeship is up this year. William
Paulson says he wants to keep
the job for another JO years.

The
lesser
offices
There is only one conclusion
to be drawn about the lesser
state offices. Incumbents will
be seeking re-election in almost
all cases. The only exception
is the S~perintendent of PublJc
calling quits a ter a quarter
century at the job. The Depart·
ment's financial officer, Howard Snortland, has announced
for the job. Lowell Jensen, an
assistant in the department,
tias been mentioned--by Peter•
son himself--as a possible can·
didate. In his monthly political
wrapup, reporter Bob Kallberg
of Fargo speculated that Deputy Commissioner of Agriculture Henrik Voldal, who holds a
doctorate in education, might
be interested. He tried for the
job in 1972 but was beaten in
the primary ty • right winger.
The right has always been
interested in the superinten·
dent's job and can be expected
to mount a candidate.
The position doesn't carry
much job security. Voters will
decide this fall on a constitutional amendment abolishing
the office.
Attorney General Allen I.
Olson will announce for re
election May 21. Secretary of
State Ben Meier, the state's
leading vote getter, will do the
same but probably not until the
Republican convention. Other
Republicans looking at re-election campaigns are Insurance
Commissioner J .0. Wigen,
Commissioner of Labor Orville
(Ike) Hagen, a sometime Demo
crat and all the time maverick.
Unless Robert Peterson is nominaled for governor or lieu
tenant governor, he'll have to
seek the auditor's job again.
Democrats haven' t settled on
candidates to oppose any of
these men yet.
Kent
Johanneson, son of Republican
Attorney General Helgi Johanneson, Olson's prede<'essor, has
support for attorney general.
In 1972, he came within a '
handful of votes and a recount
of beating Olson in the Repub

political
late
bloomer
In presidential politics. this
state is a late bloomer and
attracts little national alten
tion. Both parties ,select their
national convention delC'gates
just befon• lhe hoopla begins.
Both will probably go for the
man who looks like he'll win
early in the convention. For the
Democrats, that appears to
mean Jimmy Carter-- v.·hose
backers have organized a state·
wide campaign for him. For the
Republicans, · it's your guess .
Reat{an ha!-i a lot of support in
North Dakota. Ford is not
popular here, largely because
of his embargo on shipments of
grain to Poland and Russia in
1975.
The Republicans finally have
a t·andidate to challenge incum·
lwnt lJ.8. Senator Quentin
Burdiek.
Iles State Sen.
Robert Stroup of
Hazen.
Democrats haven't settled on
a candidate to oppose Mark
Andrews. It looks now like
th.it honor will be the door
µri ze-at the party's convention
in Bismarck June 24. 25 and 26.
Andrews' challenger is about
the only unan.,wered question
111 the Democratic Party this
.Vt'ar.
The Republican convention.
with the possibility of brokerage and several important constitutional offices to fill, will be
mu<"h more exciting. That's set
for mid July in Fargo.
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Robin Huebner,
gymnast

photos bJ Suezette Bierl

Gymnastics is the world's
most beautiful sport.
Gymastics is also the world's
most physically demanding sport.
"Gymnasts," writes Menke in his
Encyclopedia of Sports, "execute
in a single evening, arts of greater
daring and perform more valiantly

Games. Out of this background,
gymnastics emerged as a competitive sport in which skill count·
ed as much as strength, and grace
as much as skill. The champion
gymnast had to have the strength
of a Hon. the skill of an artist, and
the grace of the artist's proudest
creation.

than some baseball and football
players are called upon to do in an
entire season."
The sport of gymnastics had
its origin in the gymnasia of
Ancient Greece.where the athlete~
trained"' between their Olympie

Robin Huebner, age 14, a student
at Dickinson High School, captured

States.
She had travelled to
Germany and to the Soviet Union.

the imagination of North Dalrotans
with her grace and skill and

SJ:,e had introduced thousands of
people to her sport and to ex-

cour!!ge in gymnastics. She impressed a great many others, as

cellence which she brought to it.

well- Before the season ended, she

But she did not make the U.S.
Olympic team. A poor first round
showing put her out of contention

had been named champion of
women's gymnastics in the United

for the Olympic training camp.
Instead, she finished fifteenth in
point totals.
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S<> said the program for Robin
Huebner Dtr.y in Mandan, Jlay 9
1976.

by Jim Fuglie
A

hundred

yea~s

aRo

There will be little fanfare
about the famous day in history. and one of the country's
most famous battles. But the
fascination with Custer and the
Battle of the Little Big Horn
will remain.
Why?
"Because of the endin~."
says Dan Hanna. "No one
really knows what happened.
That's what makes it so fascinating.''

Indian problem," Dan Hanna
says. "it was probably the last
great Indian battle.''

on May 17, 1876,
General
George Armstrong Custer and
more than a thousand men left
Fort Lincoln. south of Mandan,
on a journey west to do battle
with the Indians under Chief
Sitting Bull.
Forty eight days later, on
July 6, 1876, as the nation was
celebrating its Centennial year.
word reached the country that

General Custer and 244 of his
men had been killed at the
battle of the Little Big Horn
River.
What happened in those 48
days, and especially on the
days of June 25 and 26. may
never be fully known. Those
244 men were the entire fighting force with Custer when he
encountered the Indians on the
morning of June 25, 1876.
There were no survivors, save a
horse. Commanchc, ridden into
battle by Capt. Myles Keogh.
The remainder of the men
who had left ih Fort with
Custer escaped mostly Un·

harmed. Custer did not start
the fight, but he was there at
the finish, according to two
men who have studied the life
of Custer extensively, Dan and
Ben Hanna. proprietors of the
Lewis and Clark Hotel in
Mandan.
And while what happened
during the actual battle is not
known, a lot of circumstances
leading up to the battle were
recounted this week by the
Hanna brothers.
The actual journey from Fort
Lincoln to the Little Big Horn
took 38 days. By the time
Custer's troops reached the
area in which the Indians were
thought to be encamped, the
troops had split. Major Marcus
A. Reno had command of some
of the troops. Captain F. W.
Benteen had others. and Custer
had his men and some Ree
Indian Scouts.
Captain Reno actually encountered the Indians first. His
troops skirmished with the
Indians, losing about 40 men.
and the Major withdrew on the
25th of June to a bluff overlooking the Indian encamp
ment.
Custer's men came from
another direction, according to
Oan Hanna, and when the
battle began. Reno's troops
could not see the actual fiehtiniz
because of another hill between
his camp and the spot where
Custer began his batt1e, on the
banks of the Little Big Horn
River. But they could hear the
shots. The battle lasted all day
on the 26th of June, and into
the 27th. By the end of the
fight, not a man of Custer's was
alive to tell the story.
And the Hanna brothers say
that news was a turning point
in American History.
"It made the people of the
United States aware of the
0

-

And it was fitting. they say,
that it was General Custer
leading those troops into that
battle.
Custer had come to Fort
Lincoln in 1873, after a brilJiant
Army career during the Civil
War.
He was the son of a farmer,
went to West Point, but did not
do well academically.
He was at the Military
Academy when Civil War erupted, and was sent into battle
well before his graduation from
West Point. In fact, some
wonder whether he would have
graduated from the Academy at
all had he been given the
chance.
He was. however. a fine
horseman. He was an aggressive young man and wanted
nothing more than to lead a
charge into battle. His heroics
·n the \\Br made him a general
by the time he was 23 year~
old. He died just 15 years later
at the age of 38.
He came to Fort Lincoln in
the I870's to command the
troops of the Seventh Cavalry.
While he was here, he and his
wife Libbie took over as the
social leaders of the area. They
were the social life of Fort
Lincoln and neighboring Mandan and Bismarck.
In fact. the Hanna brothers
say. he was probably the most
prominent man in what is now
North Dakota at the time.
He was a geat lover of
literature. music and the fine
arts. He acted in several amateur play productions while at
Fort Lincoln.
Prior to his fateful journey to
Montana. he had led a succes~·
fut Indian campaign into the
Black Hills oT South Dakota.
But he became embroiled in
political controversy surrounding the secretary of the Army
Belknap after he was called to
Washington and he was told he
could not return to Fort Lincoln,
and then was told he could
return but could not leave to
fight with his troops.
He finally convinced President Ulysses S. Grant that he
could not let his troops ride into
battle without him and was
allowed to return to Fort Lincoln just days before he was to
ride into battle.
It was his last battle.
With General Custer on that
last march were two of his
brothers, Col. Tom Custer. who
had been with his brother
almost since the beginning of
his military career, and Boston
Custer, a civilian.
Also killed in that battle,
according to the July 6. 1876
edition of the Bismarck Tribune. were 237 enlisted men, 12
other officers, four more civil-

The River Boat Far West had
followed Custer's troops with
supplies along the Missouri and
yellowstone Rivers. After the
battle. the boat approaches the
battle site. found Reno and
other officers burvin.e Cnc.tPr'o::.
men. and after loading the
wounded men of Major Reno's
aboard, made a record run to
Bismarck. arriving on July 4.
the day of the nation's Centennial. The news was transmitted
instantly to the rest of the
country. via telegraph.
The River Boat Far We!oot had
accompanied the men of the
Seventh Cavalry along the Mis·
souri and yellowstonc and later
the Big Horn Rivers to a point
near the battle site.

George Armstrong Custer
ians. including a reporter for
the Bismarck Tribune. a surgeon and three Indian Scouts.
To commemmorate the
seventh Cavalry Days in this
area. the 7th Cavalry has been
reformed in North Dakota.
About 135 men. including the
Hanna brothers, now comprise
what was once the 7th Cavalry.
They gather annually, they are
completely outfitted in the uniforms of the t870's, and thev

have participated in a film
entitled "Red Sunday·· about
the cavalry and Custer's days,
which has won numerous awards.
The group has hoped to ride
west into Montana this year to
commemorate the fateful trip of
the 7th, but instead. three men
will ride across North Dakota
and into Montana, followin~
the route that Custer and his
men took a hundred years ago.

It could not. however. tra·
verse the Little Big Horn. After
Custer's men had been found
dead. and the Indians had
departed. it took two days to
haul the wounded men of Major
eno·s to the boat. At 2 a.m. on
June 30. the boat pulled out in
to the Big Horn. It tied up on
the bank of the Yellowstone
River later than afternoon.
At S p.m. on July 3. the Far
West pulled away from the
banks of the ,·ellowstone and
headed for Bic;~urck. It covered
the 700 miles back down the
river in 54 hours. a record run
for the steamer. Early on the
morning of July 6, it arrived in
Bismarck. where the world was
given the news.
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North Dakota's State Industrial
School lost Its superintendent
on the Jut day of April. His
departure eased tensions on
campus, but It dldn't answer all
the questions about the school.

Paae 1

A controveny that became
familiar In North Dakota In ~e
late Fifties has re-arisen at
Jaclaon, a Morton County com·
manlty. Folks there are trying
to uve their school.. -and they
are going to
extraordinary
fenatba to do It.

Polltica has dominated North
Dakota convenatioa this entire
spring.
Our notions are •
pages 8 and 9.

Pap4

North Dakota's spring has unfolded with tantallzlna slowness. This prompted some reflections on the geology of
political change.

Some catching up on .energy
In An Energy Editor's
titebook.

~

Pages 4 and 5

Page 2

Cartoonist Paul Daglnskl has
some ideas about flooding and
the Souris River. He expressed
them, graphically, on page 3.

For an entire ...._, Robin
Huebner' aerobatica captivated North Dakotan&. We have
pictures.

Page 10

When white men entered eastern North Dakota, they found
tbe Forest River Valley.
A
bloloalcal research center Is
lo4!atecl In the valley now.

Paa- 6 and 7

100 years George Anaatro-a
Caster
left Fort Abraham
IJncoln neu Manda In Dakota
Territory for a Jhde creek In
Montana. Be didn't return.
Two Mandultee who've atadled C.,ater reflect • Ida eq,erlence.
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